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READING 1 

Before You Read 

Read these questions. Discuss your answers in a small group. 

1. Have you ever known anyone who was very, very smart? What could they do

or what did they know that made them different from other people their age?

2. What can a family do to help or encourage a baby's mental development?

Physical development? Emotional development?

3. Schools often want to know how intelligent children are. How do schools

usually measure intelligence? What kinds of tools or tests do they use?

What skills or abilities do they measure?
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t seemed normal when Nguyen Ngoc 

Truong Son wanted to play chess with his 

parents. However, it was unusual when he 

revealed that he already knew how to play-

5 before anyone taught him. Apparently the 

two-year-old had learned all of the rules by 

watching his parents. After only one month of 

playing with them, he was winning all of the 

games. By age four, he was competing in 

10 national tournaments. By age 12, he was 

Vietnam's youngest champion. 

Another two-year-old child, Jay Greenberg, 

likewise surprised his parents by drawing 

pictures of musical instruments that he had never 

15 seen. They soon discovered that Jay "heard music 

That is, while talented professional composers 

normally write five or six symphonies in a 

lifetime, Jay wrote five by the age of 12. 

25 A third young child, Abigail Sin, was first 

introduced to piano lessons at age five and had 

what her tutor called an "unstoppable urge to 

master the keyboard." She became Singapore's 

most celebrated pianist by age ten. 

in his head." He began to compose music at age 30 Child prodigies such as these are a mystery 

three. By age ten, he was attending the well- to experts and non-experts alike. On the one 

known Juilliard Conservatory in New York, 

composing full symphonies. Jay was noted not 

20 only for the quality of his musical work, but also 

the speed at which he was able to produce it. 
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hand, they attract praise and attention from 

everyone they meet; on the other hand, they 

attract criticism, and they find it difficult to fit in 

35 with the rest of the world. 




